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Abstract

Objective: The purpose of this study was to investigate the validity and reliability of the Timed Up and Go Test (TUG) among normal 3-5 years old preschool children in Hong Kong.

Methods: Cross-sectional design was applied to this study. Sixty (30 female, 30 male) preschool children aged from 3 to 5 years old (mean age=4.22 ± 0.85) from local normal preschool was recruited using convenient sampling to perform three dynamic balance tests: Timed Up and Go Test (TUG), Star Excursion Balance Test (SEBT) and the Pediatric Balance Scale Test (PBS). A simple self-administrative questionnaire survey was also conducted with their parents.

Results: Positive correlation (r=0.74, p<0.05) was found between TUG results obtained at two time points when assessing the test-retest reliability. Moderated negative correlations were found between TUG and SEBT or PBS, which indicated children with longer reaching distance or higher PBS score tend to use shorter time to complete TUG.

Conclusion: TUG was a valid and reliable tool for assessing dynamic balance of preschool children aged between 3 and 5 years old. This can also be used for screening or early detection of developmental coordination disorder (DCD) for children aged 6 years old or younger.
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Introduction

The health benefits of physical activity are extensively examined [1-10] and it is important to promote sport and physical activity [11-16]. Meanwhile, fundamental movement skills are indispensable part in physical activity. Therefore, movement control is considered as important aspect in early-childhood development [17]. In children's physical perspective, movement development was the most important aspect. If children in their early-childhood failed to develop and refine the fundamental movement skill, they would be confused during adolescent and adulthood and felt difficult to achieve higher performance skills in future. Therefore, children should use an early-childhood, roughly 3-8 years old, to learn and master the fundamental movement abilities. After that, specialized movement skill phrase started from 7 years old and the efficient performance based on the proper learning in fundamental movement skills on early child period [18]. Among different movement skills, balance of stability is most the important element on the child as it consists of static and dynamic balance. Since the development of dynamic balance are limited improving from 3 to 7 years old while basic static balance was developed before 3 years old [19], child should develop the basic balance as early as they can [18]. Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) usually occurred and identified in 6 to 12 years old school-aged children if they were imbalanced. Dynamic balance assessment tools in children are essential for earlier checking and assessing falling risk and determining the potential reasons of balance disorders [20]. Parents provide erect treatment as soon as by professional when children have unbalanced skill, problem in incoordination or some cerebellum problems in earlier year. Various movement performance assessment tools including SEBT and Körperkoordinations Test für Kinder (KTK) had been developed for specific target groups in early childhood population. However, this tools either too complex, involved too many equipment or require more skill. All these are difficult for 6 years old or younger to handle. Although TUG has been applied in dynamic balance studies in children with cerebral palsy and traumatic brain injury, study on TUG with normal preschool children in Hong Kong has not been reported. The purposes of this study were to investigate the validity and reliability of TUG in 3-5 years old normal preschool children.

Methods

Participant

A total of sixty preschool children were randomly selected from a traditional preschool in Hong Kong to participate in this cross-sectional study. The inclusion criteria included: 1) well-being; 2) normal person; 3) able to communicate in Chinese and 4) able to follow the instructions of all tests. Children with physical and mental disability were excluded from this study. Ethics approval was obtained from the Faculty Research Ethic Committee (FREC) of the Sheffield
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Hallam University prior conducting study. Information sheets were given to each participant’s parents in order to ensure they understand the procedures of this study. Consent forms were obtained from each participant’s parent prior data collection. All participants had the right to withdraw from the study at any time without penalty [21,22].

**Timed up and go test (TUG)**

The timed up and go test (TUG) was first developed by Podsiadlo and Richardson in 1991 [23] and it was used to evaluate dynamic balance in elderly. In 2014, Nicolini-Panisson and Donadico [24] found that TUG was also a good assessment tool for functional mobility in the pediatric population. TUG contains a series of movements including: sitting, standing, walking and postural control. Participant was first sat on a chair, after they heard the order “RUN”, they required to rise up from a sitting position, walked for 3 m (~9.8 ft) in straight line as fast as they can and then turned back to the initial sitting position on same chair. TUG concerns the time it takes for the participant to complete the above task.

**Pediatric balance scale (PBS)**

Pediatric Balance Scale (PBS) was developed by Franjoine et al. in 2003 [25]. The purpose of PBS is to examine functional balance in the context of daily life’s activities in the pediatric population. It contains 14 functional measured items, which are Sitting to standing, Standing unsupported, Sitting to sitting, Sitting unsupported, Transfer, Standing with eyes closed, Standing with feet together, Standing with one foot in front, Standing on one foot, Turning 360°, Turning to look behind, Retrieving object from floor, Placing alternate foot on stool and Reaching forward with outstretched arm. The score level of each item will be recorded on a five-point likert scale (from 0 to 4), depending on the quality of performance. Total score ranged from 0 to 56. Higher the score indicates better functional balance ability.

**Star excursion balance test (SEBT)**

Star Excursion Balance Test (SEBT) is simple test to assess a person’s dynamic balance. To conduct SEBT, a “star”, which formed by 4 lines and their centers are intercepted, is placed on the floor. The angle between each line is 45 degrees and the eight directions are named “Anterior”, “Anterolateral”, “Lateral”, “Posterolateral”, “Posterior”, “Posteromedial”, “Medial” and “Anteromedial”. Participant stands a single-leg stance in each line is 45 degrees and the eight directions for the scoring system was calculated. Participants allowed conducting trial run before the actual test took place for all test. The sequence of test order was randomized. The duration for each participant to complete the test was approximately 30 min.

**Data analysis**

All the collected data was computed and analyzed using the IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Statistics, version 20.0. Descriptive information on participant was described using basic descriptive statistics, frequency and percentage for categorical data, and mean and standard deviation for numerical data. The relationships among TUG, PBS and SEBT were assessed using Pearson correlation coefficient. In order to determine the test-retest reliability, intraclass correlation coefficients were calculated. Significance of the correlation was also considered. P-value of <0.05 was considered as statistically significant. Descriptive statistics including mean and standard errors [26] of outcomes were reported.

**Results**

**Sport activities**

The mean age of sixty participants was 4.2 years old with standard deviation of 0.8. Running (n=48, 80%) was the most popular sport activity, followed by cycling (n=36, 60%) and various kind of ball games (n=31, 52%). Most participants interested in more than one sport activity (excluding the Physical Education lesson in school). However, four participants (66.7%) did not have any interest in sport. Twenty-two, eighteen and twenty participants’ weekly frequency of conducting these sport activities were “5 days or more”, “3-4 days” and “1-2 day(s)”, respectively.

**Validity**

TUG was significantly correlated with PBS and SEBT. Significant negative correlations were found between PBS and TUG. The correlation coefficient of PBS with first and second trials of TUG were -0.721 (p<0.01) to -0.511 (p=0.01). Negative correlations were also found between SEBT scores in six directions and time to complete the TUG test. The correlation coefficient ranged from -0.336 to -0.626. The highest correlation coefficient was found between left leg anterolateral of SEBT and first trial of TUG test. However, in the second trial of TUG test, highest correlation coefficient was found in the right leg anteromedial. The correlation between TUG and SEBT is summarized in Table 1.

**Reliability**

For reliability testing, test-retest reliability was conducted. The mean (SD) time of first and second TUG trial was 5.19 (1.11) and 4.70 (0.90) s, respectively. The correlation between these two sets of time

---

Table 1: Correlation between timed up and go test (TUG) and star excursion balance test (SEBT).
was significant (p<0.05) with r=0.740. This suggests that the correlation between them was moderated and satisfactory.

Discussion

This was a first study to demonstrate TUG can be used as a dynamic balance assessment tool among 3 to 5 years old normal children. Past studies showed that TUG was a reliable tool in assessing dynamic balance with children with cerebral palsy (r=0.99, 95% CI=0.98-0.99) and community-dwelling elderly (r=0.99) [22]. The result of TUG reliability in 3 to 5 years old preschool children are comparable in the current study of other population [27,28]. Result in this study agreed with some of the previous study [29,30] which targeted population was children with cerebral palsy and elderly. This study found that the time recorded from TUG tests in two trials were similar on 3 to 5 years old children, but the performance of turning position with 3 meters distance were different. Through observation during TUG testing, some children turned in “big circle” with high running speed when they reached the turning point. On the other hand, some children decreased their running speed when they were near the turning point or the flying disc. Some children even ran quickly, stopped at the turning point and turned their bodies in 360 degrees. According to the guidelines of early childhood fitness ability progression program in preschool, different level of running abilities were captured during 3 to 5 years old children [18]. When children were three years old, they could run around the obstacles. When children were four years old, they could control the running direction technically and perform “sudden turn”. When children reached the age of five years old, they could perform sudden stop, start and turn. Results showed negative correlation between SEBT and TUG test, which indicates children with longer reaching distance in SEBT tends to have shorter TUG time. However, it is difficult to implement the SEBT in clinical setting due to its complicated procedures. In 2003, Gribble and Herte [27] assessed the stability of chronic ankle with SEBT in three directions: anteromedial, medial and posteromedial in clinical setting. Result showed that moderate correlation between SEBT and TUG test. One of the limitations in this study was children aged three years old or younger can mastered their walking movement and enable to walk upstairs or downstairs. However, the movement of walking upstairs or downstairs was not assessed in this study. This study found that there was a moderated negative correlation between PBS and TUG test, which reflected the scores gained from PBS test was higher, the time used in TUG test was shorter, which suggested PBS was suitable for children development assessment. This result agreed with the finding from previous study conducted by Steffen et al. but with stronger correlation (r=0.923) [28]. By comparing with other exist dynamic balance assessment tools, TUG was easier to administer as its instruction and command were simpler and duration of completing the test was shorter. This suggests that it is more suitable for 3 to 5 preschool children as their concentration was low and cannot receive too much command in a test or short period of time. Furthermore, TUG test could be used by parents and teachers for quickly screening on children's dynamic balance performance and early detection of developmental coordination disorder (DCD).

The strength of this study was to adopt a series of objective measures which reduce biases when compared with subjective measures [31-36]. However, sophisticated statistical analyses [37,38] were not used due to the nature of data collected in this study, which may affect the validity of findings [39-41]. The limitation of this study also pertains to the short age range of the participants which would limit the generalizability of the findings. Significant differences in gross motoric development may also exist among the participants.

Conclusion

Timed Up and Go test was a valid and reliable tool for assessing dynamic balance of preschool children aged between 3 and 5 years old. This can also be used for screening or early detection of developmental coordination disorder (DCD) for children aged 6 years old or younger.
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